LAKES BY THE BAY SOUTH COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT MINUTES OF MEETING
A  regular meeting of the Board of Supervisors  of the  Lakes by the Bay South Community Development District was held on Tuesday, August 27, 2019 at 4:00 p.m. at
the Isles at Bayshore Club, 21864 SW 93rd Path, Cutler Bay, Florida 33190.
Present and constituting a quorum:
Michele Harris William Pacetti Elaine Rodriquez Ana Jo
Dorothy Morales
Chairman
Vice Chairman Assistant Secretary Assistant Secretary Assistant Secretary
Also present were:
Juliana Duque Michael Pawelczyk Jennifer Lora Alfredo Quintero
Governmental Management Services District Counsel
First Service Residential Town of Cutler Bay
Segment I:
FIRST ORDER OF BUSINESS
Ms. Duque called the meeting
pledge of allegiance.
Roll Call and Pledge of Allegiance
order and called the roll.	Ms. Duque led the
to
SECOND ORDER OF BUSINESS
Approval of the Minutes of the July 23, 2019 Meeting
approval of the minutes of the July 23, 2019
Ms. Duque: The next item is the
meeting.  This is the moment to present any deletions, corrections or additions to those
minutes.  If there is none a motion to approve will take place.
On MOTION by Ms. Rodriquez seconded by Ms. Morales with all in favor, the minutes of the July 23, 2019 meeting were approved.
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THIRD ORDER OF BUSINESS
Ratification
of
Services
Agreement with Florida CDI, LLC for Holiday Landscape Lighting
Ms. Duque: The next item is the ratification of the services agreement with Florida CDI, LLC for Holiday Landscape Lighting. The only item that I have to present to the Board is that we have received the proof of the banner as it was discussed at the meeting. We have to ratify the agreement just so it constitutes part of today's records. The changes that were made as you might recall to those is he put Isles of Bayshore logo on two of them and kept the other two without the logo.
Mr. Pawelczyk: Basically CDI would want you to lock in for 30 years to get a better price to get their preferred pricing or whatever. We had talked to them a couple years ago and we said we can't agree to that because every year the District might change what you are going to do and for budgetary purposes we can't lock into an agreement for that long without the ability of getting out. You might all leave this Board and next year for the budget it might be five new people and says we don't want to do this particular contract. We don't want to expend that money. We make sure that we can get out of that agreement with a 30 day termination clause.
Ms. Rodriquez: I would hope that some Board at some point really looks at the budget.  We are not bound to an amount with this contract?
Mr. Pawelczyk: You are only bound for the year if you don't terminate by the dates stipulated in the agreement. So basically if you go through and come October 1st of next year you have done nothing, you have committed to this program for next year at whatever the scope of services says. I don't remember what the exact amount is.
Ms. Harris: Let me ask you one other thing on the contract too, if we want to change from the snowman to something else, we can do that?
Mr. Pawelczyk: You notify them before a certain date and they are ok with that. Actually, because your manager, I don't know how many agreements with this particular company and as you know there is not a lot of companies that do this at this level. They are usually pretty easy to work with in terms of making changes despite what the contract says.   I think the agreement does say if you don't terminate or notify that you want to
change the program/reduce the program or increase the program by a certain date then
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you are kind of stuck with it under the terms of the contract.  I know management brings it up every year around budget time anyway saying we need to look at this again. Do you want to make changes?
Ms. Harris: The budget doesn't  bother me, it is just  like we might get tired of snowmen after two years or something.
Ms. Duque: I believe the time is August something.  We always bring those back
in the month of January or February. So motion to ratify will take place if there is no other questions.
FOURTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
A.  Attorney
Ms. Duque: Let me move to the gate updates taking into consideration that we have today representatives from the Town of Cutler Bay so that they don't have to wait. I sent the Board of Supervisors an email and this was in reference to certain demands that we received from the Town of Cutler Bay specifically Miami-Dade County where they have requested as to some questioning as the entrance of those gates to visitors such as where are they going or their information. It is our understanding that there were a lot of complaints made to Miami-Dade County and this is the reason behind it. Those are not our roads. They are Miami-Dade County roads and they came back to us and told us pretty much that we need to stop that procedure.  Since that moment since that specific
date we requested Envera to stop that procedure and to move forward only greeting the
Staff Reports
resident or the visitors and letting everyone into the community with no questions.
Some
protocol as the Enclaves in terms of people needing to stop at the kiosks or at least approach and we will take the license plate and the picture of the person driving the vehicle. That is what is taking place right now. We have Alfredo Quintero. If you have any questions I think he might be able to answer those for us.   If the Board wants to give
me any direction on how to proceed after the conversation.
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Mr.  Quintero:
Again  I'm Alfredo  with  the  public works  service  for  the town.
Basically, approximately a year and Yz ago your community asked us if we had any objection for you to take over the guardhouses. The guardhouses were being manned by the Special Taxing District. We had no objection. Basically, the Special Taxing District, what we do is have a guard in place taking down license plates and letting people in. Basically that is as far the guard duty is for those gates.  When you guys took over I know it was some kind of challenge to some of the residents. They were asking where are you going and what is your name? That basically is not allowed. The guardhouses would have to be manned like they were before or work in one kind of SunPass approach, pictures taken at the guardhouse goes up, the car goes through. Basically that it is because they are public roads.
Ms. Rodriquez: To reflect back because according to counsel which we conferred with prior to beginning the procedures that we had in place we couldn't restrict access. Whether somebody chose to comply with our request, it was a simple request. It wasn't mandatory to comply with the additional information and because there was no guidance in Florida Statutes restricting us from simply asking the question, not necessarily enforcing an answer but asking a question.
Mr. Quintero: People don't feel comfortable being asked questions, especially if it
is a public road.  If it is a public road there isn't any reason for anybody to be asked any
questions.
The standard operating procedure for a Special Taxing District and basically
you have a guard in place that mans the station and writes people's license numbers or it has to work like a SunPass. The car approaches, a picture is taken of the car with the tag and the gate goes up.
Ms. Harris: I'm not happy with what's going on because we've had this in place. We went the queuing issues, and I sit out there and watch it many times. We have not had a backup. It has not been a problem especially since the new gates have come in, it has worked beautifully. I have had and we are all elected we are residents here, we are elected officials.  I want to know where the Statute is.
Mr. Pawelczyk: Is there a Statute or ordinance or something?
Ms. Harris: Show me so I can tell the people that are asking me. I have to have justification why.
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Mr. Quintero: It is public road. As a public road the public service has the right to eliminate the guardhouse all together. That being said, that is not what we want.
Ms. Morales: When you said they, who is they?  You repeatedly said they said. asked them and they said.  I just didn't catch who they were?
Mr. Quintero: The Special Taxing District.
Ms. Morales: Who in the Special Taxing District?
Ms. Rodriquez: The question is does your entity have the authority to completely eliminate the Special Taxing District because there would be a disadvantage because our citizens and ourselves we were being highly taxed by the Special Taxing District, that is why we moved away their management of the system and into our own. Again I want it to be very clear we were never and have never restricted access to our community or to any individual whatsoever and this has been at the direction of and at the pleasure of every single one of our residents who are very happy with the system that we had.
Mr. Quintero: I can tell you that I have had complaints not only from people visiting but from some of your own residents as well.
Ms. Harris: What I would like to do is see if we can find out who at Miami-Dade we need to talk to because this is not a Town of Cutler Bay.
Mr. Pawelczyk: I don't think that is the issue at all. The law is very clear. As long as you are not prohibiting access you can slow access down to a public road or public right-of-way. That is clear. I know that is clear because I have researched this. The issue here is these are not our roads. That is why the Town of Cutler Bay has a dog in the fight. My question was and is why? Not because you think you should have unfettered access to the roads because there are public parking lots at City Hall where the police lot that is
restricted access or you have to go through a gate to get there. That is really my question,
not just because someone thinks you should just be able to go in somewhere.
Is there
a way that our District, what most Districts do and in fact a lot of municipalities do is that we can allow to continue to work maybe by asking a different question that doesn't make people think they can't get in.
Mr. Quintero: The main concern and what we continue to get complaints not only
from visitors but from your residents, when we had our open mic night what came up several times it is not working as smoothly as you all seem to think it is. It really is not.
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People maybe not wanting to open the window. They ask the question and the gate does not go up automatically. Ican tell you that because I tested it. I have done it and it doesn't open automatically.  It has be a smooth transition in which visitors can go in and it opens. It is a public road. Those roads are maintained by the town of Cutler Bay. They are not County roads. The Taxing District was taxing for those guardhouses and what they were doing was just taking the license.  They couldn't ask anybody any questions.
Mr. Pawelczyk: That is what they were supposed to be doing. Just so you know one of the reasons that this became an issue was because they were doing their job. They were charging the District about double what it cost us to provide a better service.
Mr. Quintero: I'm sure whether they were doing their job or not, I know whenever I came here there was always a guard  that would come with a  little tablet and write something down.
Ms. Harris: I am a witness and I go on these streets as a resident and now as a member of the Board if I saw the guard was in the bathroom between 5:00 and 6:30 Monday through Friday at least four days a week, we would see him sitting in there reading a book.
Mr. Quintero: You took over and now that you have taken over these questions are being posed.  I am here to tell you that is not standard operating procedures.
Ms. Harris: And again Iwould like to know where by law we cannot do that. Where is the Statute?
Mr. Pawelczyk: I don't know if there is a Statute or ordinance or something but we actually brought this to Special Taxing District's attention and they I believe it is in the resolutions that we will not prohibit access.
Mr. Quintero: The resolution says that you will take over the guard duties but in my opinion you are providing too much guarding.
Ms. Morales:  Wow too much security.
Mr. Quintero:  It is a public road.   You are not allowed to ask those questions.
People shouldn't be challenged.
Mr. Pawelczyk: You are not prohibited from asking those questions under the law though.
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Ms. Duque: The intention from the Board has always been a very cautious one. They are trying not only to save money but also provide certain security for the community.  That is the intention behind it.
Mr. Quintero:  Understood.
Ms. Duque: I understand that there is a lot of residents that have complained. He has said that there has been a lot of residents that have complained about this. I'm trying to approach this in another way. If we can understand everybody's point. If we can have the ordinance or whatever talks about this specific item and perhaps understand what their point is, they need to answer to other residents the ones that come here and say why are you not asking questions now. We were very happy with this new system, the other side of the story.
Mr. Pawelczyk: The people that don't complain. Ms. Duque: Exactly.
Mr. Pawelczyk:  So let's see if we can come up with a solution.
Mr. Quintero: Let me ask you this because the way the system is working now is when that welcome comes on, is it taking a picture of the vehicles and the tag?
Ms. Duque: Yes.
Mr. Quintero:  Then that is sufficient security.
Ms. Harris: As a resident and as a resident of the Cutler Bay and Miami-Dade County I like that they ask. I knew you didn't have to answer but I liked that they asked because you know what, people who shouldn't be in there, our crime rate has gone down and I like that.
Ms. Rodriquez: I met you in this community because we had a high rate of crime and you came and you assisted the community of Enclave because we had a number of break-ins into our cars, an assault of an older lady, a series of issues that all of those have been curbed with the new system because before there was no perception of safety entering our community. Now people understand. The roads are maintained by Cutler Bay. Every single one of the residents of this community pay taxes to maintain that road network and the same residents came to a meeting and were informed of the system and participated in selecting that we would be employing.  So I understand, I'm sure you had
some people but they are probably not even a percentile point of the total community
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population, that less than one percent shouldn't dictate what the entire community does or feels. I understand it is a public road and no point have we ever lost sight of that ever. We have never lost sight of that. If you visited our community and chose not to stop, of course yes you were delayed about 30 seconds if not less because that was the cue. After 30 seconds that arm is going to go up. So if you were delayed by 30 seconds that is actually no less and no more than you would have been delayed when we had a guard in there, when there was a backup or when he was in the restroom and the gate was closed which happened many times. We live in a less than perfect world and again our worlds have been created and dictated by each and every single one of the residents. We hosted 15 or so gatherings in this community where we invited and we made contact. We have made contact with almost every single resident  in this community, both our manger because they have been given transponders. We have an actual roster of the people that have these things. None of these things were in place when we took over this guardhouse. I went to the meeting. The rosters we received did not even reflect our community because we had such a high rate of turnovers because of the rentals they didn't have an accurate list. There was thousands of transponders that were issued that were no longer active. So we worked in a very short period of time in clearing our situation and improving our own circumstances by not being a burden on the County. We will follow whatever ordinance there is like we have up until this point but we would like it in writing. Somebody's opinion is somebody's opinion and there is many. Everybody has one.  We will follow whatever it is we are mandated to follow per law.
Mr. Quintero: I will look into seeing whether there is a legal Statute. If there is not, there might not be, however ultimately it is a public road. People from anywhere ....
Ms. Rodriquez: Can come.
Ms. Harris: We are not saying they can't.
Mr. Quintero: If you have any questions I would implore you to bring to our attention. You can write them down and I will give them to my town manager, my town counsel.
Ms. Harris: I am more than happy to go back like we have done in the past when we were having all the problems and Juliana and I will meet with your town manager if
that is what it takes.
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Ms. Rodriquez: You will not be able to find a single person that they have been denied access to this community because that hasn't happened.
Mr. Quintero: There have been people that have said that they have gotten calls from pizza delivery guys. This guy's says he is there to deliver a pizza. People have told me. People that live in this community work for the Special Taxing District and they tell me this.
Ms. Harris: I have gotten complaints from my residents just like you have who know who I am and they come to me and say you know I had so and so come to my house and no one called and that is not what I want. That is not why I live here. I understand that there is that side of the coin and I understand mistakes happen. I am not saying they don't but we have been very good and very pro-active at addressing each and every one of those problems. If there was a problem instead of saying you can't do it anymore because we said so you should have come to us and said look we are having this.
Mr. Quintero: There is communication between me and her. Ms. Jo: This is the first time that we are hearing this.
Ms. Rodriquez:  There was communication when we first started.
Ms. Harris: I don't even count the beginning because it was a fiasco and I will be the first one to tell you and I said it at many meetings that the beginning of this was a fiasco. I am free to admit that. We had a lot of problems. I am the one that stood here five nights out of the week after Iworked my full time job and sat back there and got yelled at and screamed at and called everything under the kitchen sink till we got it rectified but we did get it rectified. If there are other problems just let us know and we will be more than happy to work on it.
Mr. Pawelczyk: There are other communities like this and in fact there is municipalities that have similar issues and similar things and as their lawyer I can't say that it was perfect because I had problems getting in here because the que was so big the week after we implemented the system. One of the responses to that was well what can we do to alleviate that and it came to this Board and it was basically well we have to open it up so people can get through there. We did that. So we have done everything we can.  We are saying is there a way we can ask the questions when people come up
to the gate that the Town of Cutler Bay would be ok with.
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Mr. Quintero: I think it is the people of Cutler Bay. I get complaints from people that work in Cutler Bay that live in Cutler Bay that are delivering.
Mr. Pawelczyk: That is something that can be addressed.
Mr. Quintero: Some people feel like I pay taxes. This is being maintained by the town and I have the right to go in. The previous town mayor tried to get in here and she was one of the main complainers.  She complained two weeks ago.
Ms. Rodriquez: We have all said our piece about this. Since we have your ear we have a number of tree uprooting sidewalks and I know that your budget is tight but I also know you know you are about to get funds. We would love to see what we could probably do.
Mr. Quintero: So, I am going to tell you what the sidewalk issue is. I get $300,000 budget for sidewalks town-wide that is 89 miles of road. Multiply that by 2, I have 190 miles of sidewalk town-wide. When I do a community, I do all sidewalks in this community. I can't jump a sidewalk from here to here because that way it is more productive and that is the way I can get the sidewalks done. You have three communities here which are public roads. I am just thinking the Breakers, Enclave and the Reserves. So those are the three. I went into those neighbors and I took care of all the sidewalks there believe it or not six years ago. I am not going to come back for a while. Right now I have to complete neighborhoods that have never gotten any sidewalk repair. The only way I can mitigate that is to put temporary asphalt. I do have right now a contractor working on some of the main streets which is Dominican, Jamaica, all those main streets they are working on that. Then this year coming up another $300,000 and I have to go to another neighborhood called Tiffany etc. If I finish all those and I have funds leftover you are in my radar. It is not that I don't want to do it, it's I run out of money. Once the money runs out and believe it or not this is true once the money runs out I can fix sidewalk at this house, the house next door doesn't get fixed, that is it because I ran out of money and that guy hates me.  He thinks that I didn't want to fix the sidewalk in front his house.
Ms. Rodriquez:  The Breakers, Enclave and Reserves are not expected to get any
kind of repairs up until at least the fiscal year between 2020 and 2021.
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Mr. Quintero: Maybe and this is a maybe the end of this fiscal year coming up if I have funds left over.  That being said the crew that I have now is a new contractor.  They are super slow. The previous crew would not be out $300,000 in sidewalks in two months.
Ms. Rodriquez: So then what about these asphalt patches because the concern there is raising issues of several inches and somebody is going to tangle themselves up in that. We have a community where a lot of people walk their dogs and themselves so in those areas we have significant issues.
Mr. Quintero: I have to mitigate with asphalt.
Ms. Rodriquez:  That is fine, less than ideal but it is better than nothing.
Ms. Harris: Are you in charge of the signs, the stop signs on the horseshoe?
Mr. Quintero: The signs are maintained by Miami-Dade County Traffic. If a sign goes down I report it to them.
Ms. Harris: Ok there is one when we first come in that is wobbly.  They kind of put it back up after Irma but they really didn't. The next thing that I would like to do with you is I would like to have a meeting, we are going back to the gates now between you, me, the town manager and perhaps even Mayor Meerbott together and the four of us discuss this,  the five of us discuss this and see where we can go.
Mr. Quintero: What you can do and Iwant the town manager, he is my direct boss, you tell me what to do and I will do it. Call Alex Snyder and set up an appointment regarding this issue and then I am also going to brief him on what was discussed here that you all think that asking the question isn't but the challenges have been excessive for us.  I do what you call a mystery shop here.  I have mystery shopped the gates.
Ms. Harris:  I know it is not all rosy. I know there is a problem.  My son lives with
me and he has told me when there is a problem but he always get in because they never
deny him access.
I know that it may be difficult and if something is being denied then I
am going to be the first one on the phone with them. They don't like it when I get on the phone with them trust me. We will fix whatever problems there are but maybe between all of us we can have a discussion and come back to the Board.
Ms. Rodriquez:  We appreciate you listening to us.
Mr. Pawelczyk:  I want to bring up something.  I haven't discussed this with the Board or with Juliana but just so you know as a COD, we are a local government entity.
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We are like a city. A city can do whatever it wants except if there is a Statute that says you can't, we can do whatever we want as long as it is in Chapter 190. What I am saying is that there may be ways where the inter-local agreement, it could help you where we can take care of our community. For instance if you know you are allocating $25,000 in funds to the District per year for sidewalks you could enter into an agreement and say here is $25,000, do the sidewalks, send us the documentation. You can only use the money for sidewalks.  I am just using that as an example.
Mr. Quintero: That is something that could be discussed with my town manager.
Mr. Pawelczyk: I am just throwing that out there because sometimes I am a former municipal lawyer so I know you are restricted for what you do whether it is budget or with procurement. There could be in instance where we need something done here and you just can't get it done because it is going to take six months to go through the process where you could say go enter into an agreement with Lakes by the Bay South. The same procurement laws except we don't have a procurement code, we just have the Statutes and Chapter 190. We are less restricted in other words. Some cities, maybe yours is the same way. If you are going to spend $15,000 you need to bid that. We don't need to do that.  We didn't adopt such ridiculous rules.
Mr. Quintero: Something I want to bring to your attention when I did come here to fix sidewalks the last time there was some challenges that we received that the homeowners had with the driveways. Some of them are brick paver and the same way the roads uplift the sidewalk uplift the pavers. People take pictures. Then they are challenging us saying that you damaged it.
Mr. Pawelczyk: See the whole problem here is none of us including my office was not here when this community was developed. The problem here is for some reason these roads are in fact the Town of Cutler Bay. This never happens because most of them, you guys are like we don't want that road. You guys maintain it whether it is an HOA or COO you guys maintain it and we will maintain 260. You guys don't want to deal with that.
Mr. Quintero: This was a community before the Town of Cutler Bay was incorporated.  The way it was set up was the way it was set up. We inherited the roads
and the ownership of the roads.
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Mr. Pawelczyk: I don't think this District wants to undertake the financial burden of taking over that but that is a possibility.
Mr. Quintero: Which is curious because your documents say that you maintain the storm drains, at the beginning until somebody showed me that.
Mr. Pawelczyk: I think it came up because we asked if the storm drains were being maintained. So that is what I mean, you guys inherited the same thing this group did where it really was set up wrong.
Mr. Quintero: It should have been set up as a private community. Mr. Pawelczyk: No doubt.
Ms. Rodriquez: How complicated would it be to just have a conversation about I realize the tax burden and the expenditure associated with taking ownership of the road system.
Mr. Quintero: Taking ownership of the roads would cost millions of dollars for your community.
Ms. Rodriquez: The road is a burden for the town so rather than owning it, if we can get into some sort of agreement where we manage it much like we do the guard
house, we don't own the Special Taxing District, we are just simply taking care of it.
Mr. Quintero: Well there  is some  mechanisms  in place.
I will  approach  that
question with my manager and my counsel and see if it can be done in a way that is not a tax burden.
Ms. Harris: In a way that is a win win situation.
Mr. Quintero: There is some costs involved and supposedly ... Ms. Rodriquez: If we could talk to Mr. Snyder I would love to.
Mr. Pawelczyk: There are charter provisions which govern the way they can distribute property and they can, I don't know about this town but most cities and municipalities are allowed to convey property to other local governments at no cost. Of course they are not going to do it for free. Other Districts have done this where the District pays for all the costs or the closing costs. As long as the property is being maintained and owned by a local government that is fine, but at any time it's not or is not being maintained as such, it reverts back to the town.  So that could be done or it could be done
by inter-local agreement where we just agree to maintain it.  I would think that you would
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want to have certain provisions in there but it is a cost. You do that and you start budgeting just like they do. They are kind of limited because of funds and being a larger area.  You are going to have to budget for resurfacing the roads every 15 years.
Ms. Rodriquez: I think it is worth a conversation. Ms. Harris: We will meet.
Mr. Pawelczyk: There are ways to that we can help each other out.
Mr. Quintero:  We can set up a meeting and discuss everybody's concerns and that is the route to take.
Mr. Pawelczyk:  It was very easy  dealing with the  Linear  Park when we went through that.
Mr. Quintero: The Linear Park there was some, Lennar also donated the traffic circle and doing some drainage improvements on 7th Avenue.
Ms. Rodriquez: It is worth a conversation.
Ms. Harris: It can't hurt.  If you don't ask the answer will definitely be no. Mr. Quintero:  There is a solution to every problem.
Ms. Harris:  Exactly.
Mr. Quintero: Both parties have to be willing. Ms. Rodriquez: Ok thank you.
Mr. Quintero:  Thank you very much.
Mr. Pacetti: I am not sure if you remember this but I could have sworn that when I first moved in here in 2004 that we were paying to have the roads resurfaced.
Ms.  Rodriquez:  No  it  was  budgeted  because  Breakers  had  every  intent  of resurfacing the roads.  You caught wind of it and shut it down like a lead balloon.
Mr. Quintero: It wasn't resurfacing, it was painting.
Ms. Rodriquez: Breakers had budgeted for painting and you caught wind of it and kiboshed the thing very quickly.
Mr. Pacetti: Why?
Ms. Rodriquez: Because it is their property.
Mr. Pacetti: But they did it.  It was done.  I saw it.  People had to park out there on the main road.
Mr. Quintero: It is a public road, it should not have been done.
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Mr. Pacetti: It was.
Mr. Pawelczyk:  When was it done Bill? Ms. Jo:	2004?
Mr. Quintero:  If it is in a private community then you are allowed to do it.
Ms. Rodriquez: At one point it was before Ijoined that Board, then it was budgeted again in 2012.  That is the one you shut down and that never happened.
Ms. Duque:  Wasn't that part of the turnover? Ms. Harris: When Lennar turned it over.
Mr. Pawelczyk: I wasn't here either because we weren't counsel back then but what typically happens is the developer doesn't put the final lift of asphalt on until the turnover. So they want to sell all the homes, get all the trucks out of there, then they put a final small lift of asphalt which brings the asphalt up to the level. It brings it up to the level it is supposed to be at and I don't know Bill but that could be what you are thinking of.
Mr. Pacetti: That is what it is.
Mr. Pawelczyk: So you actually got extra asphalt so the developer had to do that to close out the project and probably get their bond back from the town.
Ms. Duque: I think the reasons behind the developer because they are still using the roads to build and use this heavy equipment so they try to keep it towards the end.
Mr. Quintero: The last community back then if you look at the drains and the manholes they all were uplifting one inch above the asphalt and then it wouldn't drain properly because that one inch holds the water. We made them and we told them you have to resurface and do the final lift. It was a big deal because it was already a completed permit.  I guess Star Construction was the developer at the time and went out
of business or something.  They didn't finish the final lift and it was a big deal.  It was a
process.
Alright thank you.
Ms. Harris: Thank you for coming. Ms. Duque: Staff reports.  Attorney.
Mr. Pawelczyk:   I really don't have anything to report unless the Board has any
questions.
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B. Engineer
Ms. Duque: Nothing to report under the engineer.
C. Club Manager- Monthly Report
Ms. Duque: The club manager will do a brief report. There is a lot of items that we are addressing during the workshop section. Anything you want to mention to the Board right now?
Ms. Lora: No thank you.  Ana thank you for coming out to the two events that we
had.
Ms. Jo: You are welcome.
D. Gate Updates - Email from the Town of Cutler Bay Discussion
(This was discussed earlier in the meeting)
Ms. Duque: The only item that I do have as pending is I have been in communication with Envera due to a couple of things. When I received the call from the Town of Cutler Bay, my other thoughts went to if we cannot do this, this means the
agreement with  Envera needs to change  because we are not going to get the same
services.
As it is DVL which is the person, amazing Kevin has done a tremendous job
when he comes to hits on those gates that has changed. I requested a credit. We are going to receive a credit starting June for all of those services. That represents $600 monthly. We are going to get that and I have the email from Envera. On top of that if after the meeting that we are having with Town of Cutler Bay we have to follow both Miami-Dade's or the Town of Cutler Bay ordinance, if there is anything in terms of just letting people stop at the kiosk but granting access without questioning that means more savings for the District. Envera knows about it. They are waiting for us to get back to them. I will say let's hold on any amendment. For now I will monitor it. Those $600 make sure we receive that credit every month and as soon as we get more updates from the Town of Cutler Bay and we figure out the exact amount, we will come back and do the amendment to that contract.   For now the change if going to be $600.  That is going to
happen.
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Ms. Rodriquez: I would like if you could send us if possible the proposals. There was a larger different than $600 between one service line and the other. If we are really not having a contact of an agent involved for the time being I would rather get the actual discount what they are supposed to be charging us for the service they are providing rather than just $600 per month. It doesn't seem enough because when we were asking before was a constant contact of a person.
Ms. Duque:  That was only for the arms.  That amount we don't know yet.  The
$600 is because remember before Envera was repairing the gates, now they aren't doing that.  DVL is the company doing it and gave us a super cheap rate.
Ms. Rodriquez: Effective the date that we asked Envera to stop having communications with people entering our community, they stopped providing a significant portion of their service. Because they stopped providing a significant portion of their service I expect a significant discount on their services.
Ms. Duque: Exactly Elaine and that is what they will do as soon we give direction. They have a stop and they know the date we will get credit for whatever it is but we don't have the exact amount yet because they have direction. So whatever it is for the days that they will not provide the service we will receive a credit. My point is not only for the credit as in terms of the agreement because if we are not going to be providing the service anymore  that  means  a  big  change  on  the  agreement  and  I would  rather  do  the
amendment.  That is what I am waiting for.  You are going to get that.
E. Field Manager - Monthly Report
Ms. Duque:  The Field Manager report is Tab F in Section 4.
	CDD Manager
	Discussion of Financial Disclosure Report from the Commission on Ethics
	FEMA Updates

Ms. Duque: I have to inform the Board in terms of the Financial Disclosure Report from the Commission on Ethics everyone has filed. Thank you so much. The next item that I have is FEMA updates. I have amazing news for the District. Lakes by the Bay Community Development District has received $77,371.88.
Ms. Harris: Good job Juliana.  Thank you.
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Ms. Duque: This is another complete report. I am very happy to report this back to the Board. Remember the way this works was by percentages. The only invoice that we couldn't get and I made the Board aware of this was the landscape company that was servicing the clubhouse back at that time but everything else we did get big percentages. I am very happy. This is not reported in your financials but at the next meeting you are going to be able to see on your general fund the $77,000. Let's move forward to our segment II which is workshop section.
Ms. Rodriquez: Two seconds. Congratulations. I know how much work and we are very appreciative of the $77,000 that our community is getting back so thank you to GMS and to you especially because I know you became the FEMA expert.  Thank you.
Ms. Duque: My pleasure.  I am very happy for the District and crossing fingers that
nothing happens this season.
Segment II - Workshop Section:
(At this time the Board went into a workshop meeting to discuss the following items.  No actions were taken)
	Clubhouse Interior Renovations
	A&A Homework Help and Tutoring Program
	All Start Electrical Services - Clubhouse Landscape Lighting and Holiday Decoration Discussion
	Discussion on Any other projects and Workshop Items.

Segment Ill:
FIFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
Authorization
or	Approvals
Requiring Items Workshop
Board
Action
for
Discussed
During
Ms. Duque: We are back in our regular meeting.	Let me start with the  items
discussed during our workshop section.  That last item was the presentation from All Start
Electric  landscape  lighting  and  holiday  decoration.
Jordan  presented  to the  Board
different options or his idea about the existing, the landscape light together with other
projects for the median. It was agreed from the Board that I will provide him with a survey so that he can look at the area and give us a better proposal. What we do agree or the
18
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Board agrees to move forward with removing some unnecessary existing landscape light and change those for the outlets so we can install the holiday decorations. The next item was a presentation from A&A Homework Help and Tutoring Program. I will make sure to bring the feedback on our next meeting from the Palm Glades Community Development District. The next item is in reference to the clubhouse renovations. There were two proposals presented. One from Ortiz Construction for $80,910.05 and another one from Mega Builders LLC in the amount of $98,940.50. I will need a direction from the Board if at this point there is a motion.
Ms. Harris: I will make a motion to go with Ortiz.
Ms. Duque:  There is a motion on the table to enter into an agreement and at the same time direct District Staff to draft the agreement with Ortiz Construction.
Ms. Duque: Let me also reflect for the meeting that Elaine and myself will be on top of the vendor and that the Board is very happy that Elaine is going to provide us with this task. Thank you Elaine.
Mr. Pawelczyk: I am glad I am not the contractor.
Ms.  Duque:
Moving  forward  and  taking  into  consideration  the  clubhouse
renovation will hopefully this time take place. I need a motion to discharge all of the furniture that is in bad condition or is no longer needed by the clubhouse.
Mr. Pawelczyk: I think it is a motion to declare the furniture currently being stored
right as surplus based on the list to be provided by the club manager and approved by Elaine Rodriquez.
19
On MOTION by Ms. Harris seconded by Mr. Pacetti with all in favor, declaring the furniture currently being stored as surplus based on the list to be provided by the club manager and approved by Elaine Rodriquez was approved.
On MOTION by Ms. Harris seconded by Ms. Morales with all in favor, authorizing staff to enter into an agreement with Ortiz Construction in the amount of $80,910.05 for clubhouse renovations was approved.
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Ms.  Duque:	The  next item is a motion to authorize  District staff to draft the
agreement with People's Choice for pressure cleaning of the sidewalks and the swales in all of the common areas in the amount $13,825.
Mr. Pawelczyk: Let's stay on People's Choice because Elaine had mentioned that based on the proposal presented for the pool and the clubhouse areas that agreement that you just authorized if we can add to that agreement an amount not to exceed $4,000.
Ms. Duque: For the pressure cleaning and the sealing of the pool terrace.   Are we using the same motion Michael?
Mr. Pawelczyk:  Basically, the motion is to add that to the agreement for People's
Choice.
Ms. Duque:  The next item that we have is the paver repair in the roundabout.
need a motion from the Board to enter into an agreement with Ecolawn Services in the total amount including both roundabouts of $4,878.20.
Ms. Duque:  There was also an estimate to replace the AC unit for the function room.  The direction from the Board is for Jennifer to get other proposals so that we have
competitive prices.   The next item discussed was the pergola for the trellis and repairs of
20
On MOTION by Ms. Rodriquez seconded by Ms. Harris with all in favor, accepting the proposal from Ecolawn Services in the amount of $4,878.20 for paver repair of both roundabouts was approved.
On MOTION by Ms. Rodriquez seconded by Ms. Morales with all in favor, authorizing a not to exceed amount of $4,000 with People's Choice to pressure clean and seal the pool deck and terrace was approved.
On MOTION by Ms. Rodriquez seconded by Ms. Morales with all in favor, accepting the proposal from People's Choice in the amount of $13,825 for pressure cleaning was approved.
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the  columns.	The Board has agreed to move forward with Ortiz Construction  not to exceed $2,000 taking into consideration that he was given the clubhouse renovation.
will need a motion not to exceed $2,000 from the Board.
Ms. Duque: There was other items discussed during the workshop section just for the Board to look into them and make sure you give the feedback to Jennifer or myself. Those are in reference to the furniture and the playground.
Ms. Rodriquez: As we previously discussed because we don't foresee having pressing business in the month of October, I propose that we start to believe that we will be hosting that meeting but continue to leave it on our schedule in case any event arises
that we need to address on an urgent matter.  But as of right now in order to save money
if we don't have anything pressing we table that meeting.
If we have something come
up we do.  So leave it scheduled but as of right now we don't foresee meeting in October. We meet again in September.
Mr. Pawelczyk: Basically GMS will send you a notice we are going to cancel this
meeting since nothing is coming up a week in advance.
SIXTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
A. Approval of Check Run Summary
Financial Reports
B. Balance Sheet and Income Statement
Ms. Duque:  Financial reports.  Tab A is the approval of check run summary.  Tab
B is balance sheet and income statement.  Motion to approve.
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On MOTION by Ms. Rodriquez seconded by Ms. Harris with all in favor, the check run summary, balance sheet and income statement was approved.
On MOTION by Ms. Rodriquez seconded by Ms. Harris with all in favor, authorizing a not to exceed amount of $2,000 with Ortiz Construction to repairs of the pergola was approved.
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Supervisor Requests and Audience Comments
Ms. Duque: Is there any Supervisor requests?
Mr. Pacetti: One question, are you aware of the light poles?
Ms. Duque: Yes I actually received a call from Jennifer today. That was reported. Once again remember that is not COD lights. It is not our responsibility. If we see it please report it. The more we report it to them, the better or the more calls that FPL receives the better. What I generally do just for the residents or the Board, if I see a light pole like I told Jennifer some of them have a yellow number you can report it by that number to FPL. You can use the app too or call.  If they don't have the number you can use a property close to the location.  Is there any audience comments?  Not hearing anything a motion
to adjourn will take place.
SEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
EIGHTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
Adjournment
ChairmanNice Chairman
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On MOTION by Ms. Rodriquez seconded by Ms. Morales with all in favor, the meeting was adjourned.



